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What IS the Native Question as it meets us in South Africa? 
City dwellers see only a small part of it and do not easily a 
clear understanding of the various factors that enter into it.
For the ■»*« Native Question is the Land QugJe$ion, which grows 
more urgent with every year that passes, but which is meanly evaded 
by every Government in turn, because the only solution is one that 
no Capitalist Administration will accept or even consider.

More than a century and a half has passed since European pio
neers, trekking eastwards, came into contact with the African 
tribes who form the very large majority of those now generally 
known throughout the Union as "the Natives". Gradually, through 
more than a hundred years of raids and reprisals, the men with the 
horses and guns pushed back and hemmed in the men on foot who 
wielded less effective weapons. But the pioneers were farmers who 
wanted cheap labour for the land they had won, and who found that 
the Natives were both cheap and willing workers. In time many of 
them took service on the white men's farms and in their households,
and later on, with the discovery of diamonds and gold, large num- 

were
bers Trgggirrtgyba:/brought as labourers to the mining centres, the

o4v/ o tss'
Seaports, and the railways. It soon became e±n^^cr|that the develop
ment of the resources of the Union depended on the labour of the
Native population and the leaders of industry set to work with
rapacious eagerness to make full use of this magnificent, jatttxxstix

this
nlxKkautjixiaiiaaiatxkKEKttM/astonishingly cheap and manageable supply.

From the outset these Native workers were exploited to the
uttermost. Their bewilderment, due to the sharp change from a
subsistence economy to a money-wage economy, their ignorance of

living
industrial conditions elsewhere, the very simple standard of/ii£ar 
that had sufficed them in their tribal life on the land, made it 
absurdly easy for the capitalist mine-owners to impose upon them 
hard conditions and the meanest possible wage. Other employers 
followed the lead of the mine magnates and thus the scandalously 
low wage of the South African unskilled worker was established and 
is maintained.

Moreover, as the mines and related industries rapidly de
veloped, and, in spite of busily persuasive recruiting agents, %Bkm»



the required number ran short, the Government came to the rescue 
of its masters, the Chamber of Mines, by means of direct taxes 
specially devised to force more and more natives out from the 
Reserves into the industrial sphere, and indirect taxes in the 
shape of excessively heavy Customs duties on the cheap goods im
ported from Britain almost exclusively for Native use. These 
abnormal taxes, both direct and indirect, are still in force with
out any alleviation.

Before considering the distribution of the Native people in 
the spheres of agriculture and industry, it is advisable to remind 
ourselves of the proportion of European and Native elements in the 
population of the Union, and of the distribution of land between 
them. Of the whole population of over 8 millions (European,
Native, Asiatic, and Mixed) the Natives form over two-thirds. The 
Europeans are well under 2 millions, the Natives are well over 
millions.

How is the land of the Union at present distributed between 
the European and Native population? Over 9£ million morgen is 
held by Europeans, while less than 1 0 million morgen is held 
by Natives. If we think; of the land as divided among the popula
tion individually, there would be about 51 morgen for each European, 
but only If morgen for each Native.

It is not surprising therefore to see in the Official Year 
Book of the Union that the density of the population in the rural 
areas is 1.44 Europeans per sq.mile, but 9.67 non-Europeans. It 
is very significant that in the comparatively thickly populated 
rural areas in the Kingwilliamstown Division, the number of Euro
peans rises to 4 and gxggSy even 5 per sq..mile, while in the 
neighbouring areas, occupied by small Sara?* Native farmers, there 
are 100 to the sq,.mile.

The following liable, taken from the Official Year Book, throws 
light on the distribution of the land and the size of the farms 
which are in the hands of Europeans:



This Table is worthy of a little detailed consideration. The 
first three lines indicate the small farmers, of whom there are 
20,873,owning a total of only 605,600 morgen. The fourth line 
indicates that 30,334 middle-farmers own 9,098,000 morgen, which 
is nearly as much as the amount of land owned by the whole Native 
population. The fifth and sixth lines together give 32,787 big 
farmers owning in all 33,492,000 morgen, which is 32jfc of all the 
occupied land of South Africa. The last four lines show that 
10,955 farmers, the biggest landowners in the country, own 
53,479,000 morgen, which is more than 50?& of all the occupied 
land of South Africa.

ySuch figutes as the above make the common talk of segregation
first

seem very silly. In 1913 the/Government of the Union took what
appeared to be a bold step by passing the Natives Land Act, which
forbade the hiring or purchasing of European-owned land (except in
Native areas and irj&reas to be named), and provided for the evic-

f l U -tion of such tenants. The M.P.'s laxgat ignored^a^fact which
many of them must have khown, that many hundreds of Native^ making

some
with their families muqc/thousands of people, had fm for genera
tions been rent-paying tenants on huge European farms which the 
owners could not or would not develop, finding it easier to let 
Natives hire a few morgen and potter away at their old-fashioned 
small-scale tillage and stock-rearing while the European landlords 
collected the rents. Even M.P.'s must have known that thousands 
of people cannot be ±kxxk& mak moved out unless some place is 
made available where they may move in. Commissions have sat and 
have made recommendations but no cc^tructive action has been taken. 
After twenty years of controversy and Commissions the only con
siderable areas that have been suggested for Native occupation

comparativelylie in the semi-desert fringes of the Kalahari and in the/empty 
spaces of Bechuanaland, IE and WHEN that semi-desert Protectorate 
can be acquired from Britain I xs

The unashamed land greed of the Europeans of the Union and
$

't our unquestionable dependence on the black man’s labour in
agriculture, industry, and commerce, amply account for the presence 
of many Natives in mining and urban areas and on European-owned 
farms. Of the total 5g million Natives, over 1& million are a



landless peasantry, living and working on land owned "by white men.
These include about half a million of constant farm labourers at
miserable wages, so various and so vague that no commission of
enquiry has ever succeeded in defining them; some six or seven
hundred seasonal farm labourers, also at the meanest rates of pay;
and another half million of the miscalled "squatters" or labour-
tenants, on varying but never adequate terms. All these are so
strictly and harshly controlled by the Masters and Servants Act,
the Native Service Contract Act, and the Pass Laws^that they cannot
be classed as free labpurers. Their condition is that of oppressed
drudges, living in serfdom, and this hard FACT is not in the least

in
altered by the plea so often heard that/many cases masters are
ttkiaukadt "kind" to their labourers. -5*

Considerably over half a million Native workers are in mining
compounds or in urban locations. They are subject to elaborate
regulations and restrictions, approaching to a stteta of perpetual

rapidly {
Martial Law. A*/increasing number of natives Engaged in urban
occupations are wholly detribalised; they are town-dwellers of
the second or third generation, without any footing in any XSaaucr*
"Reserve11 or rural area; they are in every way fit and able to
take their place in a civilised society.

After even a brief survey of the Native record as a worker, 
indispensable to the development of the country, strong and healthy 
under any reasonable conditions of housing and food, willing, 
cheery, dependable, the systematic crushing repression to which 
he is subjected would be incredible, did we not know the essential 
nature and wsrkixg methods of Capitalism. Since the aim of 
Capitalist enterprise is the making of profits, there is a tireless 
vigilance among the managers and their subordinate officials , all 
directed to this one end. "Keep the work going ahead and keep 
expenses down. Don't let trouble begin; clap a stopper at once on0

the fellows who start agitating for the right to organise, and for 
this and that. Keep the work going at top speed and with full 
efficiency; and keep expenses down."

Industry, however, and the wages it offers to the workers will 
follow the ups and downs of Capitalism in decline. There is even 
now a cleavage in the ranks of the Capitalis^slass, manifested in He.



Bill followed by the Minister of Labour's refusal to recognise the 
wage agreement for the Cape Peninsula building industry, his reason 
being the failure of the agreement to provide for an increase in 
the wage rates of unskilled workers. The rogues of Capitalism 
are falling out for the time being, but the honest folk, the workers, 
will not easily or at once come by their own. There is much pre
liminary work to be done and the Workers Party is making ready to 
do it.

The emancipation of the workers, white and black, the opening 
up of equal opportunity for all, can only come through the overthrow 
of Capitalism and Imperialism. But what the rural Natives (and they 
are in the large majority) need first of all is land. 
fer~e#~4aaad ts the-fundamental task the must be tacklec^first. Our 
main slogans must be: "Land to the Natives", and "Every man has the 
right to as much land as he can work". For the industrial Native 
workers, on the other hand, the immediate pressing need is an

raising of the wage of All the unskilled workers. And further, we 
must make known to the urban workers the needs of the peasants, 
their fellow-workers on the land; and we must make known to the 
peasants the needs of their fellow-workers in the towns. By uniting 
urban and rural workers and upholding in combined effort the 
common interests of ALL the workers, the Workers Party, strength
ened by an ever-growing membership, and supported by the masses of 
the workers through the length and breadth of the Union, W *  
aaa&mm- SMriqt can tiring about 'the downfall of Capitalism and the 
establishment— a Soviet South Afr±car.“

must strive for that, stivr for the
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